Dear YMCA Families,
First and foremost, we thank you for being patient during this incredible time. Throughout the school
year and potentially prior to the school year beginning, there may be several changes that occur. We ask
that you please be patient as we continue to navigate and meet the requirements of many state
agencies.
The Lebanon Valley Family YMCA is committed to providing a safe and friendly experience when
dropping off your child(ren). There will be a different approach to this year’s SACC program.
•

We will perform temperature checks upon arrival for all children and staff entering our program; any
person exceeding a temperature of 100.2⁰F will not be allowed to participate in our program that
day. Children and staff that should exhibit signs/symptoms of COVID-19 including a fever, cough or
shortness of breath will be sent home immediately.

•

Prior to bringing your child(ren) through the main door, a temperature check will be conducted in the
AM. The same process will also be followed for children arriving to SACC after school. A child leaving
school will not be admitted entrance until a temperature has been taken and logged. Should a child
have a temperature 100.2°F or above, they will not be allowed to enter the classroom and a
parent/guardian will be called to come pick up their child immediately.

•

At the entrance of the building, you will see a designated staff member taking infrared temperatures
before moving forward to answer COVID-19 routine questions. At this point, the child will be asked
to use hand sanitizer before entering the facility to wash their hands up to their elbows. Once inside
the building, children will be escorted to their classroom. We are encouraging parents to not enter
into the facility to reduce the risk of exposure.

•

Please remember to bring a picture ID and a pen, as you’ll be required to sign your child in and out
of the program and we want to limit the sharing of materials.

Throughout the day, the processes will also vary slightly from previously:
•

Children may experience smaller classroom sizes; textured toys, play dough and such will be
removed from the classroom. Sanitation of toys will happen after every group rotation.

•

Upon arrival and regularly throughout the day, children will be required to wash their hands (such as
before/after all meals and/or snacks, any time they move from space to space and when using the
bathroom).

•

We will encourage social distancing and limit group size and group activities accordingly. Please
make sure your child wears closed toed shoes and socks.

•

If the school goes into hybrid model and we are permitted to remain onsite for children who would
need care all day, please make sure your child’s lunch and its entire contents of the bag are
disposable.

•

We will clean the rooms throughout the day and also disinfect and sanitize each night.

Please read and review the information below. Information provided in the Covid-19 Addendum supersedes
the information currently provided in the parent handbook and any paperwork that you may have submitted.
In order to provide care for your child(ren), you will need to initial and sign all line items required.
You agree to the following:
________ Child(ren) must have and wear a mask, upon arrival and throughout the duration of their time while
attending the SACC program. Face shields are not acceptable in YMCA care.
________ Parent/Guardian dropping off/picking up will be required to wear a face covering properly. Face
shields are not acceptable in YMCA care.
________ Any child exhibiting symptoms of a fever, excessive coughing, labored breathing, pink eye or other
health condition that could be deemed contagious will not be allowed back to the center for at least
48 hours and may be required to provide a doctors note. Otherwise, a doctor’s note must state the
child is free and clear of any illness. Such child will be moved to an isolation area.
________ A child with signs/symptoms as mentioned above must be picked up within 45 minutes of
notification. Failure to respond may result in dismissal of the program.
________ No toys may be brought from home.
•

Kindergarten Only: one nap time item only, it must remain onsite for the week and
should be laundered prior to arrival.

________ If bringing lunch, all contents in the bag are disposable.
________ Participants signed up for both AM and PM care, understand that an elevated temperature greater
than 100.2°F in the AM, will be an automatic refusal to participate in afternoon programming.
________ If visiting a state that is on the list for recommended quarantining upon return to PA, the YMCA
requires that the child(ren) not attend for the initial two weeks
________ Understand that this document is fluid and new procedures may be applied in accordance with the
latest recommendations and requirements set forth by Federal and State levels.

The YMCA will adhere to all Pennsylvania OCDEL, DHS, DoE, DoH and DHS requirements and
implement CDC guidelines to the best of our ability. You recognize that changes may be a constant
as outlined by the CDC and DHS. By initialing the above with your signature below, you
acknowledge that you have reviewed and agreed to the YMCA COVID-19 Addendum, which is
effective August 11, 2020. You understand that this policy supersedes any other policies that were
previously agreed to.
Print Child Name

Age

PRINT Parent/Guardian Name

Signature Parent/Guardian Name

Care Location

Date

